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MANAGED LAB SERVICES

Unmatched access to our in-house team of

experts for day-to-day technical and

operational support.

Supply procurement and vendor

management allow for lower-cost supplies,

custom standards, and reagents.

Quality management including CLIA, CAP,

COLA inspection preparation, web-based

quality modules, and staff support.

INSTRUMENT SERVICES

Instrument setup and maintenance using OEM

and FDA-certified engineers and components

for enhanced operational efficiency.

Customizable contracts for chemistry

analyzers and LCMS instruments, featuring

experienced engineers, emergency support,

and OEM-standard maintenance.

Preventive maintenance coupled with expert

training for equipment operation and

comprehensive installation services.

Making Quality Lab Testing More Accessible

ABOUT US
Lighthouse Lab Services is a trusted partner of
medical laboratories across the country. Our
team consists of more than 150 experts,
including 12 PhDs. Whether you are looking to
start a lab or grow your current business, we
offer you ways to accelerate your laboratory’s
success. Here's how:

Client Footprint
1-200

RECRUITING & STAFFING

Permanent and temporary recruiting from

our nation’s largest lab personnel database.

Our experienced team specializes in placing

qualified professionals from technologists to

management and C-Suite.

Cost-effective solutions for part-time and

full-time Lab Directors and Pathologists.

REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT

Lighthouse offers the nation’s leading RCM

management, consulting, and auditing services

to ensure accurate coding and minimize denials.

RCM Payer Solutions specializes in payer

contracting, credentialing, and negotiation

services for all provider types, with an emphasis

on pathology and medical laboratories.
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Making Quality Lab Testing More Accessible

Toxicology Lab Solutions

Equipment & Supply Procurement

Direct-To-Consumer Solutions

Lab Quality Services

Pathology Turnkey Solutions

LDT Commercialization

2,000+ clients

served

375+

instruments

under service

300+ labs

built from the

ground up

700+ labs

served by our

Lab Directors

200+ labs

managed

WE ALSO PROVIDE:
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CONSULTING AND R&D

Scientific and operational consulting

covering everything from full lab start-ups

to method development, validation, and

application submission.

Expertise in Infectious Disease, NGS, PGx,

CGx, Pathology, Toxicology, Forensics,

Cannabis, and more.

LIS SOLUTIONS

User-friendly, web-based application for

toxicology and infectious disease testing.

Industry-leading turnaround on initial set-up

and EMR integrations.

Features include batch tracking, QC

integration, and rule-based auto-verification

of results.

At Lighthouse Lab Services, we are dedicated to helping your lab thrive. Whether it's

starting a new lab, expanding your services, or enhancing operational efficiency, our

team is here to support your journey. Contact us today to discuss how we can assist.
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